
BOXLIGHT’S CP-315t AND CP-18t: 
New multipurpose units will fit almost any presenting need  

Poulsbo, WA (September 2002) — BOXLIGHT, the first name in digital projectors, is proud to announce two new 
projectors—the CP-315t and CP-18t. Designed for versatility, these new units come complete with a long list of 
features and options to fit almost any presenting need. 

Bright enough to present with the lights on and the shades up, the CP-315t and CP-18t offers 2000 and 1800 ANSI 
lumens respectively. Both offer an amazing 85% brightness uniformity, ensuring bright and clear images across the 
entire screen. At only 9.3 lbs., the CP-315t and CP-18t are light enough to be carried from room-to-room, yet can 
easily be permanently installed. 

While both units offer compression for SXGA (1280x1024), the CP-315t offers a native resolution of XGA 
(1024x768), while the CP-18t comes complete with true SVGA (800x600) display capabilities. In addition, the CP-
315t and CP-18t will project powerfully brilliant images every time with a number of technologically advanced 
features including DRIT (Digital Realized Interpolation Technology), Automatic Multi Scanning System, and HDTV 
compatibility. A full-function laser remote ships with both units and offers complete control over the projector. 

“The CP-315t and CP-18t are perfect for anyone who would like to consolidate their business projector needs into 
one component,” said Jill Miller, Executive Vice-President Worldwide Sales and Marketing. “Not only are there 
projectors multi-talented, but they are easy to set-up and use. BOXLIGHT recognizes the hard work that goes into a 
professional presentation and we want our projectors to make presenters’ lives easier. Both of these projectors 
have plenty of features to jazz up a presentation without being technologically confusing.” 

The CP-315t and CP-18t offer an option viewer unit (PC card slot), which allows the show to go on even if your 
laptop crashes. To eliminate the need for connecting a VGA cable from your computer to the projector, a Wireless 
Imager Kit, ideal for multiple presenters, is also available. 

CP-315t and CP-18t AT-A-GLANCE 

·         Crystal clear images: The CP-315t and CP-18t offer respective native resolutions of SVGA and XGA. Both 
offer excellent compression for SXGA.  

·         9.3 lbs.: These multipurpose units can be used as portables or permanently mounted in a conference or 
other meeting room.  

·         Ultra bright: The CP-315t has 1800 ANSI lumens, while the CP-18t offers 2000 lumens. Both feature 85% 
brightness uniformity. 

·         Digital keystone adjustment: Create a square image on the screen in almost any environment. 
Conveniently located on the remote. 

·         DRIT (Digital Realized Interpolation Technology): Offers excellent compression and creates a 
resolution “free” environment. 

·         Automatic Multi-Scanning System: Allows these units to produce the best quality images possible. 

·         Power zoom/focus: These projectors are easily adaptable to a number of room environments. 

·         Digital zoom imaging: At the touch of a button, digitally enhance a portion of the screen. 

·         HDTV compatible: The CP-315t and CP-18t are designed to work with 1080I, 720p, and 480p broadcast 
standards. 

·         Power Management Function: Saves lamp life by automatically shutting the unit off if no signal is 
received for 5 minutes. 

·         Optional Viewer Unit: Allows a user to access their presentation even if their computer fails. 

·         Optional Wireless Imager Kit: Send images to the each of these units without connecting a standard VGA 
cable. 

·         Full function laser remote: The projector and the computer’s mouse can be operated wirelessly from a 
distance. 

BOXLIGHT is the first name in digital projectors with more experience and selection than anyone in the industry. 
Selling display and projection technology under its own brand of BOXLIGHT Certified equipment, the company also 
offers the most innovative, high-quality products from InFocus, Hitachi, Sony, Proxima, and Epson. 

BOXLIGHT offers one of the best service and support packages available with a 15-day money back guarantee, 
two-year parts and labor warranty and a 120-day lamp guarantee. And the 30-day upgrade policy ensures that 
each product precisely fits the needs of the customer. Lifetime 24-hour technical support is standard on all of its 
branded products. 

Founded in 1985, BOXLIGHT operations have expanded to encompass sales in the United States, Canada, and 
worldwide. The company also offers a convenient Web-based leasing program in conjunction with American Express 
Equipment Finance, with low monthly payments, flexible terms, and purchase options. 

Projector specifications, photographs, prices, and additional information regarding BOXLIGHT products and services 
are available on-line at www.boxlight.com or by calling 800-762-5757 (USA) or (360) 779-7901 (International). 

 


